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Chapter 2. Background 
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2.1 Deutsche Bank  
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3.3 Value Based Metrics 
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Chapter 4. Results and Analysis 
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iPhone iPad Android Blackberry Symbian Maemo 
Windows 
Mobile 
Qt X*  X* X X X X* 
Titanium X X X X**    
PhoneGap X X X X X X X 
* Not fully supported, third party development.  








Qt C++, Java, Ruby and other languages* 
Titanium JavaScript, HTML, CSS 
PhoneGap JavaScript, HTML, CSS 











Platforms Pros Cons 
Qt 
• A4E%7F&3",-:")4?<7%*%-(9;%"BA1("
• 8&33"F%,'&7%:"1$P" • C,)."4F"(&<<47'"F47"9@Q":%;9)%("
Titanium 
• 647%":%:9),'%:"BA1("
• A74:&)%("?47%"-,'9;%"39.%",<<(" • A3,'F47?b(<%)9F9)"BA1("• Q&<<47'("4-3>"'E4"<3,'F47?("
PhoneGap 
• Q&<<47'("?47%":%;9)%("
• 647%"=%-%79)"BA1(" • C,)."4F":%:9),'94-"• 2%-%7,33>"E47(%",<<"k&,39'>""

















































Excessive user typing  Instinctive control   
Complex application layout  Real time feedback (start immediately)  
Excessive waiting time  Consistent with Apple default functions  
Deprives users of the control of an 
application  
 Minimize number of control choices  
Customize the interface too much (info 
focused vs. environ) 
 Implement appropriate user gesture 
interactions 
 
Technical jargon  Provides push notification   
Any type of start up experience that hinder 
users 
 Provides fingertip-size target  
  Prepared to quit and ready to resume  
  Handles phone calls  
Productivity applications 
Cons  Pros  
Uses a multi-segment back button  Preference setting (support customize)  

















































































Applying the same technique, figure 8 shown below is a simple example design for PIP 
Dashboard in iPad. 
Figure 7 
As shown in the above sample design, a user can choose all the folders that he or she is 
interested in in the left panel, and then tap on the right panel to bring up the detailed Red 
Amber Green information. The process of choosing folders is all done in the left panel. 
The navigation style is identical to the one in an iPhone. While limited by the width in the 
portrait mode, the right panel implements a scroll view so that users can scroll the right 
panel by swiping. However, one shortcoming of this design is the entire screen is not 




alternative design is to allow the user to use the entire screen to choose desired folders, as 
shown in figure 9. 
 
Figure 8 
In the alternative design, instead of using only the left panel to go back and forth to 
choose folders, now a user would tap on the plus button at the left bottom corner and 
bring up a new folder panel. After all needed folders are chosen, the user could tap on the 
display button at the right bottom corner to have the same Red Amber Green information 
displayed. By using the same design principle, two more candidate mockup designs for 



















• H,53%"39('" " " " "
• Q%=?%-'%:"04-'743("
• Q39:%7"
• Q%,7)*"+,7" " " ""
• H%['"89%3:"






































































Chapter 5. Recommendations 
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Appendix B – FD Interview 
 
The MQP team members interviewed Lydia Lopiparo, and Gary Richard. The interview 
was to discover areas of an FD’s responsibilities where OPAL Finance might be able to 
assist. The interview with the FDs left the team with the following impressions: 
1. Problem: Daily PIP delivery time too late, Month end delivery time (closed by 
business day 12, but receive information much too late) 
 Solution: KPI on PIP – time series analysis – allow evaluation of performance 
Enable RAG view per type of evaluation (timeliness, accuracy, commentary, 
completeness) and allow users to view change in RAG status per evaluation type over 
time – track performance over time and isolate possible trends – seasonal, cyclical or 
monthly trends that may affect the quality of PIPs 
2. Problem: Balance Sheet Substantiation – not normally a FD’s responsibility but takes a 
lot of their time 
Solution: Provide metrics on the Balance Sheet showing # of accounts with problems, # 
of accounts without problems, and other descriptions?  
Enable OPAL to highlight the accounts that should be focused on, allow FDs to spend 
less time on Balance Sheet Substantiation. 
3. Problem: DBRIS updates FDs on PnL incidents – but only updates once a quarter and 
is not connected to OPAL’s HRI dashboard 
Solution: Incorporate DBRIS – incident reporting when there is a PnL event with HRIs 
already shown in OPAL – can connection between HRIs and DBRIS incidents be shown? 





The interview with Finance Director/Managers Lydia Lopiparo and Gary Richard 
allowed a better understanding of what information Finance Director/Managers need in 
order to accomplish their goals and it also contributed a better understanding of the varied 
ways OPAL has the potential to help them in the future.  
 
FD Agenda How can OPAL help  
Business Performance and Advisory ---------------------------------------------- 
• X%;%-&%",-:"F&33>"34,:%:")4('("" display a dashboard with this info 
• W,3&%"+,(%:"6%'79)("gW+6h" Display in a dashboard  
• +%-)*?,7.9-=" Included in the comparison to yearly 
#s, daily changes. – all metrics should 
be benchmarked 
V&C ----------------------------------------------- 
• 8&33"&-:%7(',-:9-="4F"'*%")4-'743"%-;974-?%-'" Metrics displaying information including: breaks & late entries & 
signoff missing & outstanding 
confirmation - could offer valuable 
information to FDs to prevent losses. 
• A%7F47?"54[!D#"W`0"9-",-"%FF9)9%-'D%FF%)'9;%"?,--%7"3%;%7,=9-="'9?%3>"%;9:%-)9-="4F"4<%7,'94-"4F".%>")4-'743("9-"39-%"E9'*"<439)>"
Daily PIP: FDM receive a timely and 
complete daily PIP to perform V&C  
on daily financial output rather than 
rely on alternative measures 
Month end PIP: FDM receive a timely 
and complete Month End PIP to 
perform V&C rather than rely on 
alternative measures 
Valuation Control PIP: FDM receive a 
timely and complete valuation control 
section of the PIP to perform V& C 
rather than rely on alternative measures 
Materiality levels associated with the 
operation of controls needs to be 
agreed on a regular basis in line with 
policy. 
V&C performed by Finance in a 
consistent manner and completely and 
accurately evidenced. (from CIB Finance 
OPAL Workshop in London) 
• A%7F47?"54["t"W`0"'*74&=*"'9?%3>"7%;9%E"4F"4&'39%7",-:"'7%-:(",-:"%[<%)'%:"7%(&3'(":,',G""
Predictive results from Business 
Drivers & Deep Dive on unexpected 
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Appendix D- VBM comparison Charts 
Deutsche 
Bank VBMs 
Bank of America BNP Paribas Citigroup Commerzbank 
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Appendix E – Cross Compiling Platforms Comparison 
 




Supported platform Pros Cons 
QT 




IPhone, Android, Symbian, 
Maemo, webOS, Amazon 
Kindle DX, Windows 




















HTML, CSS, JS 
IPhone, Android, Palm, 
Symbian, Maemo, Windows 










    
Flash 
CS5 
Stopped development (Killed by Apple)  
XMLVM 




Notes: It may be of interest to notice that Apple has recently changed its user 














Appendix H – Prototype Design for PIP Dashboard 
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